EXAMPLES OF DOUBLE BUBBLE MAPS
Double Bubble Criteria

✔ Must have a number of comparison ideas (circles in between the main idea bubbles/circles in the center)
✔ All comparison ideas (circles in the center) should be colored the same color
✔ Must have a number of contrasting ideas (circles on the outside of main idea bubbles) on each side
✔ Each contrasting idea must match up topic for topic across from each other (country across from country, type of religion across from type of religion, etc.)
✔ All contrasting ideas (circles on the outside of main idea bubbles) should be colored different colors although each topic for topic idea should be colored the same color
Why a Double-Bubble Map and Not a Venn Diagram if they do the same thing?

I do them in class a lot.

- Organizes info point for point to instantly see differences
- Color For Visual Organization
- Makes a personal connection so information is transferred from short-term to long-term memory

Double-Bubble Map

- Easy to draw

Venn Diagram

- Graphic Organizer
- No order
- No color

Compare/Contrast

Thinking Maps Training

No personal connection
Troubleshooting

Europe

Christian

Knight

traveled warriors

swords

protect the ruler

follow a code of honor

Buddhist

suicide believed to be honorable

samurai

wear armor

believed that it was a sin to commit suicide